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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
• My comments will:

– try to highlight the main findings and recommendations
of the two well argued and constructive reports, in 
particular Fontela/Knight, following a slightly different 
approach

• reflecting the position of Universities
– EUA (see “EUA Statement of the Research Role of Europe’s 

Universities” )
– The L.E.R.U research intensive universities (see “Unlocking 

Europe’s intellectual potential – universities and a European 
Common Market for Research”

• proposing lines of action at the level of
– National government and EU authorities
– University system(s) and individual institutions



LINES OF ACTIONS 
AT THE LEVEL OF

THE EUROPEAN SOCIETY
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1. MORE AND BETTER RESEARCH FOR EUROPE
• Europe needs to grow and develop faster

– Competition from Northern America and Asia
– Necessity to compensate for the

• negative impacts of an aging population
• relative higher political preference for “equity” (compared with 

“efficiency”)
• the cultural and linguistic diversity

• Sources of growth and social cohesion (reminder)
– Increase of the active population; (this means increasing immigration 

from other countries (!?)
– Increase in physical investments; (however, low labor cost countries 

are very strong competitors)
– Creation and usage of new knowledge; (knowledge, as the third 

factor of growth and development should be strongly promoted)
• Obviously, national governments and EU should choose a 

pro-active approach (second Renaissance approach)
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2. IMPROVE THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS SCIENCE 
AND BUSINESS

• Main challenges for Europe:
– Promote:

• the curiosity and interest (passion) for science (incl. 
social sciences and humanities)

• the necessity of entrepreneurship and business 
success (profit)

– Get out of the vicious circle (at national and/or 
EU levels) which makes it necessary to take new 
measures just to compensate for the negative 
impact of former ones (heavy fiscal burden and 
over-regulation) (see Sapir report, 2003)!
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3. SUPPORT TO HE/R SHOULD BE IMPROVED
• Society and their representatives should recognize the following 

facts about HE/R and make political decision accordingly:
– higher education and research are (private and collective) investments

offering a high return
– Universities are: 

• “multi-actors” in the research process through their teaching, training, certification, 
research and innovation activities at regional, national, European/international 
levels

• unique in offering a “melting pot” (cross-fertilization) of discipline favorable to 
creativity and innovation

• secure a unique climate of competition favorable to individual performance
– there is no science to apply if there is no fundamental research
– financing of research should accept that there is a lot of uncertainty in the 

process of searching for new knowledge
– modern science, as well as the attraction of top researchers, are increasingly 

costly
– business are more and more subcontracting to universities an important part 

of their research
– the number of researchers should be increased by at least 50% to reach the 

target of 3%
– Teaching targets at the university level should be orientated towards middle 

and long term needs
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3. (continuation)
• Consequently, 

– national governments and the EU should give a much higher priority to HE/R
(and decrease the priority given to subsidies)

– Conceive the financial tools to support HE/R in such a way  that they are 
stimulating:

• promotion and reward of “quality” (ERC)
• utilization of output criteria and ex post control measures

• A word of caution: arguing as if there would be only a choice between 
private and public goods
– is unnecessarily excluding alternative solutions combining the responses to 

three questions: 
• who decides 
• who produces and 
• who pays

– therefore, ignoring 
• the numerous good solutions of collaboration university-business applied today (and 

which should be strongly developed)
• the positive impact more market would have on the efficiency and even, with some 

respect, on the equity of the system  
– Whatever the solution, what counts is that the public sector remains 

responsible for HE/R (public responsibility does not imply public good!)



LINES OF ACTIONS 
AT THE LEVEL OF

THE UNIVERSITY SYTEM AND 
INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS
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4. TOWARD A GREATER DIFFERENTIATION 
BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS

• A greater differentiation (specialization) between institutions is 
desirable and already happening
– Pressure of competition provoked by globalization, trans-border education, the 

bologna process, evaluation, performance financing…
– More countries are beginning to act according to a (non written) “Californian 

master plan” (leader = England)
– The distinction between universities and HE institutions should be replaced by 

a distinction based on research and teaching intensity (a European “Carnegie 
classification” of Universities would help to make that clear)

• Consequently, 
– Universities should focus and concentrate their effort (specialization) through 

enhanced cooperation and networking among themselves and with business
– the link between HE/R should  be even more strengthened in research 

universities (this is one of the reasons why EUA made pressure to create a 
formal link between HE/R in the Bologna process (3rd cycle))

– “teaching universities” should search for excellence in their teaching programs 
(the result of this policy will be that  the proportion BA/MA-PhD will 
increasingly differ: decrease in research universities and increase in “teaching 
universities”)
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5. PROMOTION OF RESEARCH TRAINING 
IN UNIVERSITIES

• Universities should
– At BA level:

• teach the core competences of each discipline
• raise the curiosity for science
• educate how to learn (preparation for life long learning)
• avoid the lengthening of the basic studies (danger of Bologna!)

– Create good study, research and living conditions at MA and doctorate 
levels, (EUA project: 50 universities in 6 networks)

• Make MAs selective and propose advanced MAs or doctorate programs (which 
should not be compulsory for those candidates who do no fit in a program)

• Secure an effective and fair support to doctorate students (thesis jury)
• Secure  financial support to doctorate students from low income groups
• Offer the opportunity to doctorate students to teach and to travel and encourage 

them to publish and to work in other laboratories or departments
– Pay a great attention to the post PhD “desert crossing”

• Encourage mobility
• Discuss carrier plans (in making clear that recruitment should be done on a 

competitive basis)
• Secure enough stable and non stable positions for post-docs
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6. UNIVERSITIES SHOULD BE MORE PRO-ACTIVE
• The accelerating path of change requires that Universities 

take more their fate in their hands (implies in particular 
strategic decisions). This requires:
– Better governance (bodies and procedures inspired from  the federal 

system)
– Stronger leadership
– Strategic planning
– Better management tools
– Development of a quality culture
– Development of (harmonized) statistical information
– Develop research on higher education and research (paradox of HE 

institutions) and take advantage of the lessons (avoid always 
reinventing the wheel)

– Lowering down of the:
• internal barriers (promotion of collaboration and interdisciplinarity) 
• external barriers with other institutions and business 
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CONCLUSION

• More focused, better lead, governed and 
managed universities are necessary to 
strengthen the relations between higher 
education and research,

• But, their effort will be vain if the attitude of 
European society, national governments and 
EU authorities towards higher education and 
research, science, business and the 
efficiency-equity trade-off does not change 
for the good of the immense majority of 
European citizens


